Add tranquility to your poolscape with the sight and sound of falling water. Our waterfalls are unique. Unlike our competitors, we design our waterfalls with an X-Baffle™ made with a solid PVC body to ensure sturdy and long-lasting installation. We construct our waterfall fitting from the same material to speed installation. Our waterfalls are also made with a clear lip to match any pool facade.

Our Sheer Water Features:
- Clear lip and body for simplified color matching
- Extra large trough and mortar grooves for solid installation
- PVC grade pipe entry fitting
- Solid attached X-Baffle water diffuser with tapered entry point

Versus The Competitor:
- Solid white body (will be visible when finished)
- Small trough means less water as well as less mortar grooves
- Non-PVC-compatible (must add attachment)
- Flimsy unsecured water diffuser that can be affected by heated pool water

Where Pools Meet Technology:
- BBQLink™ allows you to control your pool anytime, anywhere. Use our free app for your smartphone or web-connected device to control all of the elements of your pool or pool/spa system, including waterfalls, spillovers, and laminar jets, even when you’re on the go.

Keep Your Pool Efficient:
When installing Sheer Water Features with AquaLink® Automation systems and CoverPools® automatic pool covers, everything works together to ensure that when the cover is closed, the water features will automatically turn off.
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Add tranquility to your poolscape with the sight and sound of falling water. Our waterfalls are unique. Unlike our competitors, we design our waterfalls with an X-Baffle™ made with a solid PVC body to ensure sturdy and long-lasting installation. We construct our waterfall fittings from the same material to speed installation. Our waterfalls are also made with a clear lip to match any pool facade.

**Sheer Water Features**

- Clear lip and body for simplified color matching
- Extra large trough and mortar grooves for solid installation
- PVC grade pipe entry fitting
- Solid attached X-Baffle water diffuser with tapered entry point

**Versus The Competitor**

- Solid white body (will be visible when finished)
- Small trough means less water as well as less mortar grooves
- Non-PVC compatible (must add attachment)
- Flimsy unsecured water diffuser that can be affected by heated pool water

Where Pools Meet Technology

*Jandy* Pro Series technology allows you to control your pool system from anywhere. Using our free app for your smartphone or web-connected device, you can control all the elements of your pool, including the water features, even when you’re on the go.

**Getting Technical**

Our waterfalls are priced to match any pool facade. Our waterfalls are also made with a clear lip to match any pool facade.
Sheer Descent® Series
Get the one-and-only Sheer Descent waterfall originally developed by Zodiac Pool Systems. Uniquely created to produce a clear arc of water that can be adjusted from a silent, glass-like sheet of water to a rushing mountain waterfall, Sheer Descent is the industry standard unequaled in features and performance. Each feature is available in lengths from twelve inches to eight feet with the option of curved and extended lip models.

Sheer Curtain™
Sheer Arc™
Sheer Descent Rain
Sheer Arc Rain
Sheer Arc Cascade
Sheer Descent Cascade

Sheer Arc™ Series
Arc waterfalls project up at 45 degrees and then naturally arc and descend to the pool surface. Sheer Arc waterfalls can be positioned just above the waterline, making it perfect for vinyl pool pools. This feature is available in Sheer Arc Rain or Sheer Arc Cascade.

Light Up the Night
At night, even when your pool isn’t in use, it can still be the focal point of your backyard. With the Sheer Descent with Fiberfall® you have the ability to aesthetically brighten your dark backyard.

The Jet Series
Deck Jets add excitement and fun to your pool and spa experience. They create a beautiful shimmering arc of water that cascades gently from your pool deck into your pool or spa. The Deck Jet can be installed to allow any combination and adjusted 360 degrees, allowing for infinite combinations of dazzling effects.

Customize Your Pool
Sheer Descent® Series

Get the one-and-only Sheer Descent waterfall originally developed by Zodiac Pool Systems. Uniquely created to produce a sheer arc of water that can be adjusted from a silent, glass-like sheet of water to a cascading rain curtain, Sheer Descent is the industry standard unequalled in features and performance. Each feature is available in lengths from twelve inches to eight feet with the option of curved and extended lip models.

Sheer Arc™ Series

Arc waterfalls project up at 45 degrees and then naturally arc and descend to the pool surface. Sheer Arc waterfalls can be positioned just above the waterline, making it perfect for vinyl pool pools. This feature is available in Sheer Arc Rain or Sheer Arc Cascade.

Light Up the Night

At night, even when your pool isn’t in use, it can still be the focal point of your backyard. With the Sheer Descent with Fiberfall® you have the ability to aesthetically brighten your dark backyard.

The Jet Series

Deck Jets add excitement and fun to your pool and spa experience. They create a beautiful shimmering arc of water that cascades gently from your pool deck into your pool or spa. The Deck Jets can be installed in almost any combination and adjusted 360 degrees, allowing for infinite combinations of dazzling effects.

Customize Your Pool
Customize Your Pool

Sheer Descent™ Series
Get the one-and-only Sheer Descent waterfall originally developed by Zodiac Pool Systems. Uniquely created to produce a clear arc of water that can be adjusted from a silent, glass-like sheet of water to a rushing mountain waterfall, Sheer Descent is the industry standard unequalled in features and performance. Each feature is available in lengths from twelve inches to eight feet with the option of curved and extended lip models.

Sheer Arc™ Series
Arc waterfalls project up at 45 degrees and then naturally arc and descend to the pool surface. Sheer Arc waterfalls can be positioned just above the waterline, making it perfect for vinyl pool pools. This feature is available in Sheer Arc Rain or Sheer Arc Cascade.

Light Up the Night
At night, even when your pool isn’t in use, it can still be the focal point of your backyard. With the Sheer Descent with Fiberfall™ you have the ability to aesthetically brighten your dark backyard.

The Jet Series
Deck Jets add excitement and fun to your pool and spa experience. They create a beautiful shimmering arc of water that cascades gently from your pool deck into your pool or spa. The Deck Jets can be installed in almost any combination and adjusted 360 degrees, allowing for infinite combinations of dazzling effects.

Deck Jet
Laminar Jets with LED
MiniJet®

Sheer Curtain™ Sheer Descent Rain Sheer Descent Cascade Sheer Arc Rain Sheer Arc Cascade

The Jet Series
Deck Jets add excitement and fun to your pool and spa experience. They create a beautiful shimmering arc of water that cascades gently from your pool deck into your pool or spa.

Deck Jet Laminar Jets with LED MiniJet®
Add tranquility to your poolscape with the sight and sound of falling water. Our waterfalls are unique. Unlike our competitors, we design our waterfalls with an X-Baffle™ made with a solid PVC body to ensure sturdy and long-lasting installation. We construct our waterfall fittings from the same material to speed installation. Our waterfalls are also made with a clear lip to match any pool facade and a PVC grade pipe entry fitting for long-lasting durability with against any pool facade. Our Sheer Water Features:

- Clear lip and body, for unmatched color matching.
- Extra large trough and mortar grooves for solid installation.
- PVC grade pipe entry fitting.
- Solid Attached X-Baffle water diffuser with tapered entry point.

Sheer Water Features

Create the outdoor ambiance of your dreams, whether it be an enchanting oasis, kid-friendly water park, or exotic poolside backdrop. The possibilities are endless when utilizing the wide range of Zodiac® water features.